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It's May and wrapping up the end of the school year always
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feels so hectic. Fortunately, the longer days, the sun, and
flowers somehow give me more energy and motivation. I am
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a third of the way through drafting the new book. Marissa is
the main character; we haven't heard from Marissa since
book 5 in the first series. She is a new Level 6 who is
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struggling to stay organized with middle school. I can't wait
to see what you think!
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This issue includes Life Lessons of a Gymnast and Character
Trivia. Since this is a May/June newsletter we have two
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Readers of the Month as well as Name that Skill in our Just
for Fun section. Enjoy!
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Life Lessons of a Gymnast
"Gymnastics always brings us together."

I am grateful to gymnastics for giving me lifelong friendships. Not only that, but my entire
approach to other women is positive because of my experiences as a young gymnast.
Gymnastics is unique in that the sport is not divided up by age, but by level. Therefore, kids end
up training with other children many years older or younger than themselves. This teaches
gymnasts to make friendships with all ages. Add to that the fact that gymnasts spend so
many hours together training and traveling, these friendships become more like sibling
relationships.
In addition, the sport has room for everyone to be successful. A teammate's success does not
bring anyone else down. A gymnast watches her teammates work so hard for their skills that
when they make it she is genuinely happy for her friend. Gymnasts also learn to give
teammates space when they are having a bad day and when to give sympathy when they have
an injury. Gymnasts have a gym-family and support system.
To this day I enjoy encouraging other women to succeed. I enjoy friendships with women of all
ages. Most of all, I enjoy trips to see my old teammates. Gymnastics always brings us
together. We meet up for PAC-12 Championships or Olympic Trials. When we get together, it's
like no time has passed, even though sometimes it has been years. We know we have a solid
friendship for life. What a wonderful gift gymnastics gives us; friendships for life.

At the 2019 PAC12 meet with my
childhood teammates who were
gymnasts for UCSB and UCLA.
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1993 Level 9 Team - ages 13-17,
gym sisters
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May Reader of the Month, Paris
Meet Paris! Paris is an Xcel Gold gymnast who also
does cheerleading and loves to read. She read five
Perfect Balance Books in four days, wow! Paris does not
have a favorite character (she loves them all), but her
favorite book is Brothers Have Talent, Too. She loves this
book because she can relate to Alexis' busy schedule
and she says it shows that brothers can help you out
when you really need it.
Paris, keep up the amazing reading and hard work with
both gymnastics and cheerleading!

Perfect Balance Trivia

Which Perfect Balance Gymnast
skipped Level 3?
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June Reader of the Month, Sophia
Meet Sophia! Sophia is a Level 3 gymnast (WAG Australian
Levels) who also likes horse riding, piano, and jazz dancing. Her
favorite Perfect Balance Gymnastics Book is Courage to Fly and
her favorite character is Savannah. Sophia says she loves the
series because she loves how hard working Trista is and that she
won't give up. She says this teaches her not to give up, too!
Sophia lives in Thailand and has to ask her cousin, who lives in the
US, to get the books for her. Thank you cousin! She also has a
test coming up with the Gymnastics Association of Thailand. We
wish you the best Sophia, you've got this!

Just for Fun

Name That Skill

Lucy is doing a front handspring dive-roll on floor. This is a
great pass that leads up to other front tumbling passes, such
as a front handspring front.
melisatorres.com
@perfectbalancegymbooks
facebook.com/pbgseries
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If you would like this newsletter
emailed to you, sign up at
melisatorres.com/connect.html

Trivia answer:
Carmen skips Level 3,
joining the team in Level 4.
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